Security Screening Checkpoints are a function of Access Control and proven frontline security tool common to countless facilities. While most employ sophisticated imaging technology for detection, little attention has been given to protecting frontline personnel from sudden ballistic violence. Until now.

With the introduction of Amulet® Ballistic Barrier technology to the security screening process, a new layer of physical protection is now available to mitigate loss of life and injury should the unthinkable happen.

- Courthouses
- City, State and Federal Office Buildings
- Entertainment Venues
- Corporate Offices

Amulet Screen Defender™ protects life from a full spectrum of ballistic threats – handgun, rifle and blast. Available in a variety sizes and surface finishes, Amulet Screen Defender™ compliments virtually any environment. Options include; mounting fixtures for accessories such as keyboard trays, security lockboxes, work-surfaces, seating, lighting, casters for mobility and Amulet Intercept™ - next generation ballistic detection and notification.
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